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Gilbert are a world renowned netball brand committed to global distinction 
and excellence. We assist with the development of this much loved game by 
strengthening relationships within the netball family to equip and enable all 
participants to grow the game at every level. Our products are sold in each 
netball playing region and country around the world and we continually strive 
to improve alongside our partners and the netball elite. 

Gilbert Netball launched its first netball range back in the 1990’s and has since 
become one of the most established netball brands worldwide. A leading 
provider of equipment for netball which has adapted its unrivalled ball 
engineering from rugby to netball, we are able to provide the best performing 
patented grip patterns available. Gilbert has also perfected the use of new 
synthetic technologies as seen with the INF Match Ball, the Synergie X5. 

This continued evolution of Gilbert’s technology has ensured that we have 
maintained our position as a market leader by retaining the high standards 
set by James Gilbert over 180 years ago.

The new 2018 Gilbert Netball range now caters for much more than just 
netballs. Our range of team wear, clothing and equipment is endorsed by 
international players and netball teams worldwide and has been developed 
specifically to meet the requirements of our netballers, officials and supporters. 
Improvements have been made to the range to reflect your consumer desires 
both on and off the court, and thus, support the netball family at every level to 
achieve their goals. 

For more information about our ambassadors and ranges please visit our 
website: www.gilbert-netball.com or search our social media channels.

To support the netball family by providing 
products that ensure they feel confident, look good 
and perform at every level to achieve their goals.
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The Vision
To host the “Best World cup in Female Sport”

Will not only empower women but will provide an environment where they can be themselves and revel in shared successes on and off the court.

The Tournament
The Netball World Cup in Liverpool 2019 is the 15th edition of this premier international netball tournament.

It will take place in Liverpool from 12th – 21st July 2019. 

It is the third time the Quadrennial event has been held in England.

Australia have been the Netball World Cups most successful team with 11 wins since the first World Cup 
which was held in Eastbourne in 1963. 

The Teams
Sixteen teams from across the continents will compete for Netball’s ultimate prize. 

Participating teams are selected through both rankings and regional qualifying tournaments. 

The top six world ranked teams automatically qualify for Netball World Cup 2019 and are 
joined by the top two teams who qualify from each of the continental regions: 
Africa, Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania. 

The City of Liverpool
Liverpool is a recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

For all your Netball World Cup 2019 news visit their social hubs on 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and Snapchat. 
Include #NWC2019 and get talking about the event!

The INF (International Netball Federation) have been in a thriving partnership with Gilbert Netball since 2004. 
This successful partnership ensures all member countries and associates continue to benefit from the full 

involvement of girls and women at every level and in every area of the sport.

Gilbert are proud to continue to supply and manufacture for the INF and a host of the top ranked netball 
federations and associations around the world, in addition, we partner with many of the leading 

female global initiatives such as One Netball, UNICEF and UK Sport.
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Intergrated Stability Support System
The innovative logo design incorporated into the construction 

of the Spectra V1 shoe provides a cradle for the foot 
offering excellent lateral support which 

compliments in-play netball dynamics.

Radial 360 Grip
The Xtra-Dura compound sole combined with a the Radial 360 

Grip offer improved grip and durability required 
for the specific dynamics of netball.

Litex Mesh Upper
The Spectra V1 is comprised of a lightweight, breathable mesh which allows 

moisture to escape the shoe andthe foot to breathe during 
periods of prelonged activity, maintaining player 

comfort and freshness.  

866011+

DESIGNED FOR ELITE PLAYERS 

Upper:
•POWERBRACE X System – Innovative logo design with HYB Weld Technology provides a cradle 
which offers excellent lateral support for the foot.
•LITEX Mesh Upper – Lightweight, breathable mesh upper.

Internal:
•Impact Protection System PRO (IPS) – A breathable, lightweight, animicrobacterial 

Smart foam layer absorbs energy and impacts.
•PROLAST L – Built using the female anotomical structure to provide a superior fit.
•XRX Footbed – An advanced open cell, high impact foam footbed maximises energy 
transfer and cushions impacts when planting the foot.

Sole:
•XTRA-DURA Rubber Compound – For netball specific dynamics on key pivot points 
of the foot.
•PIVOT1 Outsole – Designed with a forefoot rubber wrap system for improved 
grip and durability.
•PRO DD Midsole – Dual density midsole with additional 
stability on the instep provides superior key arch support.
•A cushioned top layer provides comfort whilst a harder, high density base layer 
ensures stability and maximum energy transfer when planting the foot.

Sizes:
3-11

Colours: 
Pink/Fluorocent Yellow.
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Intergrated Stability Support System
The innovative logo design incorporated into the construction of 

the Spectra V1 shoe provides a cradle for the foot offering 
excellent lateral support which compliments 

in-play netball dynamics.

Radial 360 Grip
The Xtra-Dura compound sole combined with a the Radial 360 Grip offer 
improved grip and durability required for the specific dynamics of netball.

Litex Mesh Upper
The Spectra V1 is comprised of a lightweight, breathable mesh which allows 

moisture to escape the shoe and the foot to breathe during periods of 
prelonged activity, maintaining player comfort and freshness.  

DESIGNED FOR CLUBS AND SCHOOLS 

Upper:
•Intergrated Stability Support System – Innovative logo design provides a cradle offering excellent 

lateral support for the foot.
•LITEX Mesh Upper – Lightweight, breathable mesh upper.

Internal:
•Impact Protection System PRO (IPS) – A breathable, lightweight, animicrobacterial 
Smart foam layer absorbs energy and impacts.
•PROLAST L – Built using the female anotomical structure to provide a superior fit.
•DP Footbed – HDF Arch, heel and forefoot support improve energy transfer 
and planting of the foot.

Sole:
•XTRA-DURA Rubber Compound – For netball specific dynamics on key pivot points 
of the foot.

•PIVOT1 Outsole – Designed with a forefoot rubber wrap system for improved 
grip and durability.
•Midsole – A single density midsole with additional stability on the instep 
provides superior arch support.

Sizes:
3-11

Colours: 
Pink/Cool Mint Blue/White.

866012+
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Synergie V2 Grip
The Synergie V2 Grip offers better 

hand to ball contact, giving 
players better control and 

passing accuracy. 

18 Panel Construction:
18 panel constuction offers a 

stronger, more resiliant product 
with improved longevity. It also 

allows for a more even 
          distribution of air 

within the ball’s bladder. 

Hydratec Surface:
The Hydratec surface offers 

players unparralled control by 
allowing moisture from the 

environment or hands to run 
away from the surface of the ball.

Synergie X5 Vitality Ball
FOR INDOOR USE ONLY

Features:
•G-VX rubber compound surface.
•Pro Performance air-loc bladder.
•International quality match ball.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Synergie V2 grip.
•Hydratec.

Sizes:
5 only.

Colours: 
Red/White only.

Playing Level:
Elite.

86886405
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Flash Vitality Ball

England Replica Ball

Spectra Vitality Ball

APT Mini Ball

Vitality Synergie X5 Ball Vitality Superleague Mini Ball

Vitality Superleague Teams

FOR PRO USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Match quality ball.
•Top grade natural rubber surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Gilbert grip configuration.
•Performance Butyl bladder.
•Hydratec.

Sizes: 
5 only.

Colours: 
White/Red only.

Playing Level:
Premier.

86886805

FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Match quality ball.
•Blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
Mini and 5.

Colours: 
White/Red only.

Playing Level:
All Levels.

86853505

FOR COUNTY USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Match and training quality ball.
•Quality blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder.
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
5 only.

Colours: 
White/Red only.

Playing Level:
County.

86886905

NOVELTY BALL

Sizes:  
Mini only.

Colours: 
Red/White only.

APT: 86888501 | KEYRING: 86888700

England Keyring
NOVELTY ITEM

Features:
•Available in boxes of 25.

Colours: 
White/Red only.

FOR INDOOR USE ONLY

Features:
•International quality match ball.
•G-XV rubber compound surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Synergie V2 configuration.
•Pro performacne air-loc bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
5 only.

Colours: 
White/Pink/Silver only.

Playing Level:
Elite.

86884404

FOR INDOOR USE ONLY

Features:
•International quality match ball.
•G-XV rubber compound surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Synergie V2 configuration.
•Pro performacne air-loc bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
5 only.

Colours: 
White/Pink/Silver only.

Playing Level:
Elite.

86884404
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Synergie X5 Match Ball

Eclipse Match Ball

Flash Match Ball Spectra Match Ball

Pulse Match Ball

FOR INDOOR USE ONLY

Features:
•International quality match ball.
•G-XV rubber compound surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Synergie V2 grip configuration.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder.
•Hydratec.

Sizes: 
5 only.

Colours: 
INF colours only.

Playing Level:
Elite.

86883205

FOR REGIONAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Match and training quality ball.
•Top-grade natural rubber surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Gilbert grip configuration.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder.
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
White/Blue only.

Playing Level:
Regional.

8688190+

FOR PRO USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Match quality ball.
•Top-grade natural rubber surface.
•Multi-laminate construction.
•Gilbert grip configuration.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
White/Red/Orange only.

Playing Level:
Elite.

8688180+

Spectra XT Match Ball
FOR COUNTY USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Fitted with a performance Butyl 
 bladder for better air retention.

Sizes:  
5 only.

Colours: 
White/Green only.

Playing Level:
County.

86882605

FOR COUNTY USE ONLY

Features:
•Match/training quality ball.
•Quality blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder.
•Hydratec.

Sizes: 
4 and 5.

Colours: 
White/Purple/Pink and White/Blue/Green.

Playing Level:
County.

PURPLE: 8688200+ | BLUE: 8688210+

Pulse XT Match Ball
FOR CLUB USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Fitted with a performance Butyl 
 bladder for better air retention.

Sizes:  
5 only..

Colours: 
White/Pink/Black only.

Playing Level:
Club.

FOR CLUB USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level match/training ball.
•Blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Multi, Pink/White and Green/White.

Playing Level:
Club.

86882705 MULTI: 8688450+ | PINK: 868870+ | GREEN: 8688490+ 

Helix Match Ball
FOR CLUB USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level match/training ball.
•Quality blended rubber surface.
•Nylon wound construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Rubber bladder.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
White/Purple only.

Playing Level:
Club and County.

8688620+
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Pass Developer Ball
 

FOR STRENGTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Features:
•An overweight laminate ball.
•Grippy surface.
•Helps strengthen wrists to increase 
 passing distance and accuracy.

Sizes:  
5 only.

Colours: 
Blue/Pink only.

Playing Level:
All Levels.

86883705

Blaze Match Ball High 5 Ball
FOR CLUB USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level match/training ball.
•Blended hard-wearing 
 rubber surface.
•Nylon wound construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Rubber bladder.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Red/Yellow and Blue/Pink.

Playing Level:
Club.

RED: 8688610+ | BLUE: 8688670+

APT Training Ball
FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Outdoor training ball.
•Hard-wearing rubber surface.
•Nylon wound netball.
•Butyl bladder.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Blue/Pink/Purple and Fluorescent.

Playing Level:
All Levels.

BLUE: 8688510+ | FLUORESCENT: 8688500+

Indoor Training Ball
FOR GENERAL USE INDOORS

Features:
•Entry level training ball.
•TIdeal for educational use.
•Soft-touch surface, ideal for 
 indoor netball.

Sizes:  
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Multi-coloured only.

Playing Level:
All Levels.

8688240+

FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level training ball.
•Blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder
•Hydratec.

Sizes: 
4 only.

Colours: 
Multi-coloured only.

Playing Level:
      School.

86884404

High 5 Bibs

86884404

FOR UNDER ELEVENS

Features:
•Supplied as a set of eight.
•Performance breathable fabric.
•Includes GS, GA, C, GD, GK, TK (Time Keeper), 
 S (Scorer) and CPM (Centre Pass Marker).

Sizes; 
One size only.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Royal, Sky, Purple, Red, Pink,
Green, Yellow and White.

Playing Level
School.

BLACK: 86031805 NAVY: 86031905 ROYAL: 86032105 SKY: 86032005 PURPLE: 86032505

WHITE: 86032605YELLOW: 86034105GREEN: 86032305PINK: 86032405RED: 86032205
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Gilbert Keyring
NOVELTY ITEM

Features:
•In boxes of 25.

SPLASH: 8688830+TRIBAL: 8688840+

MATRIX: 8688810+BLOCK: 8688820+ APT: 8686001 | KEYRING: 86886100

Colours: 
Blue/Pink only.

Sizing
Size 4: Under 11 years old.
Size 5: 11+ years old.

Regulation weight for a size 5 netball: 400 - 450 grams.

Inflation
•Pull the ball into shape.
•Moisten needle.
•Inflate to recommended PSI.
•Top up the ball if PSI is low.

Supporter Balls
FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level training ball.
•Blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder.

Sizes; 
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Multi-coloured.

Playing Level
All Levels

Synergie X5 Match Ball Flare Match Ball Eclipse Match Ball Spectra Match Ball

Helix Match Ball Pulse Match Ball Blaze Match Ball APT Training Ball

Product Care
•Check the PSI before every use.
•Avoid use on rough surfaces.(Wear varies dependent on surface)
•Do not sit on inflated balls.
•Rotate the balls in your kit to ensure even usage.

APT Mini Ball
NOVELTY BALL

Sizes:  
Mini only.

Colours: 
Blue/Pink only.

86883205 8688190+8688180+

8688620+ 8688450+ 8688610+ 8688510+ 

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★

Grip Quality: 
★★★★★★  

Durability: 
★★★★★★  

Shape Retention: 
★★★★★★
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86887605George Fisher

86886605Tamsin Greenway

86885405Geva Mentor 86888605Natalie Haythornthwaite

86885505Jo Harten 86889405Beth Cobden86888805Bethan Dyke

86889205Bethany Sutherand
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86889105Claire O’Brien 86889305Peace Proscovia

86890105Joline Johansson86889005Tiana Metuarau

Ambassador Balls
FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Features:
•Entry level training ball.
•Blended rubber surface.
•Cotton laminate construction.
•Duragrip pimple configuration.
•Synthetic latex bladder.

Sizes: 
4 and 5.

Colours: 
Multi-coloured.

Playing Level:
All Levels

Kim Ravaillion ball and other international ambassador balls available from our partner distributors: Gray-Nicolls AU and Leisure Holding SA.

Ambassador Balls
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To order your sublimated netball kit today and recieve a guaranteed four week delivery please visit: 
www.gilbert-netball.com, e-mail: teamwear@grays-int.co.uk 

or call: 01580 883120 for more information.

Alternatively, you can search social media and #JoinOurTeam #TeamGilbert

Gilbert Netball are also specialists in Team Wear 
and are proud suppliers to teams such as 

Wasps Netball, Jamaica Netball and 
Malawi Netball among many others.
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Eclipse Dress II
Our classic Eclipse Dress has been designed with mesh panels incorporated 
into the garment to enhance ventilation and air circulation. Paired with its 
slim apperance which is achieved through the use of flattering, shaped 

contrast panels this dress is the pinicle of great all round perormance.

Features:
•Front and back hook and loop attachemnents for patch bibs.
•Stretch fabric for improved fit and comfort.
•Scoop neck for an unrestrictive fit.
•Multi-laminate construction.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black/White, Black/Gold, Black/Pink, Black/Red, Navy/White, 
Navy/Light Sky, Royal/White, Royal/Red, Purple/White, 
Red/White,Maroon/White and Green/White.

Composition:
90% Polymide, 10% Elastine.

860933+

Eclipse II Short
Ideal for matches or training, the Eclipse shorts are a great addition to any teams kit.

Features:
•Stretch fabrics and elastic waistband for a comfortable, secure fit.
•Flat seam construction to minimise chafing.
•Cotton lined gusset.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Composition:
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane with 93% Cotton, 7% Elastane gusset.

860921+

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Royal, Purple, Red, Maroon and Green.

 BLACK/YELLOW: 
860926+

BLACK/PINK: 
860927+

BLACK/RED: 
860928+

NAVY/SKY: 
860931+

ROYAL/RED: 
861005+

NAVY/WHITE:
860920+

ROYAL/WHITE: 
860925+

PURPLE/WHITE: 
860924+

RED/WHITE: 
860922+

MAROON/WHITE: 
860930+

GREEN/WHITE: 
860923+

NAVY: 
860932+

ROYAL: 
860937+

PURPLE: 
860936+

RED: 
860934+

MAROON: 
860938+

GREEN:
860935+

See the full range of bibs on 
page 34
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Flare Dress
Sporty and feminine, the Flare dress looks and feels great! Featuring princess seams for an 

outstanding fit and superior comfort, it is a delicate garment which exentuates the figure. 
Complete with a heat transferred Gilbert logo on the chest, this is the ideal dress 
for the player looking to bring style to her game.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabric wicks sweat away to help keep the wearer cool and dry.
•A square neck offers a fashionable, unrestrictive fit.
•An enhanced hem allows for freedom of movement.
•The Racer back has space for the addition of a player name.
•Hook and loop patches on the front and back of the garment allow for a bib to be attached.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy and Red.

Composition:
90% Polymide, 10% Elastine.

BLACK: 860941+ | NAVY: 860940+ | RED: 860942+

Elite Tank Top
Designed to move with you as you cover the court, the Elite tank top features eye-catching style 
and innovative technology. With sweat wicking fabric and an unrestrictive fit,
it keeps players cool without hindering their performance.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabric wicks sweat away to help keep the wearer cool and dry.
•A scoop neck offers an unrestrictive fit.
•The Racer back has space for the addition of a player name.

•Hook and loop patches on the front and back of the garment allow for a bib to be attached.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black/White, Navy/White and Red/White.

Composition:
90% Polymide, 10% Elastine.

BLACK/WHITE: 860857+ | NAVY/WHITE: 860856+ | RED/WHITE: 860858+

Elite Skort
A garment comprising built-in shorts and sweat wicking fabrics, the Elite skort pulls sweat 
away from the skin to deliver unbeatable comfort, movement and support.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabric wicks sweat away to help keep the wearer cool and dry.
•Wide elastic waistband offers a comfortable, secure fit.
•A pleated hem enhances the style of the garment and movement of the player.
•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.
•A longer back length makes the skort suitable for all body types.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Composition:
90% Polymide, 10% Elastine.

Colours: 
Black/White, Navy/White and Red/White.

BLACK/WHITE: 860854+ | NAVY/WHITE: 860853+ | RED/WHITE: 860855+
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Helix II Top
Designed to be a flattering, easy to wear top, the Helix II is a versatile top which
features a V-neck with stylish contrasting panels. It’s sculpted design and 
high quaulity fabrics will set you up to win when out on the court.

Features:
•A scooped V-neck for complete comfort..

•Sculpted silhouette and stretch fabrics offer an improved fit.
•Capped sleeves.

•Dropped back hem.
•Available with or without hook and loop (H&L) 
 front and rear bib attachments.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red and Green.

Composition:
92% Polymide, 8% Elastine.

BLACK: 860988+ | NAVY: 860987+ | RED: 860989+ | GREEN: 860990+
H&L BLACK: 860984+ | NAVY: 860983+ | RED: 860985+ | GREEN: 860986+ 

Helix Skirt or Skort
The Helix features as both a skirt and a skort to give players the option of the garment 
that is right for them and their playing style. With unbeatable comfort 
and a superior fit, it is a garment that works as hard as you!

Features:
•A longer back length makes the garment suitable for all body types.
•Elastic waistband for a comfortable, secure fit.
•The wrap over design enhances movement to aid playing style.
•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red 
and Green.

Composition:
92% Polymide, 
8% Elastine.

SKIRTS BLACK: 860980+ | NAVY: 860979+ | RED: 860981 | GREEN: 860982+
SKORTS BLACK: 860976+ | NAVY: 860975+ | RED: 860977+| GREEN: 860978+

Blaze Skort 
Adding another design option to the Blaze range, this skort features an elastic 
waistband which enhances the comfort and fit to suit all body types.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabrics wick sweat away, helping you stay cool and comfortable.
•Elastic waistband for a comfortable, secure fit.
•Inner short in matching colour.
•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.
•Longer back length suit all body types.

Sizes: 
5- 12yrs 
and 6 - 20.

Blaze Shirt
Featuring a modern V-neck with a down turn collar and moisture management fabric,
the Blaze shirt will give you confidence whilst keeping you cool and comfortable.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabrics wick sweat away, helping you stay cool 

 and comfortable.
•Short sleeves.

•V-neck with ribbed collar.

Sizes: 
5-12yrs and 6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red and White.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pique.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red 
and White.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pique.

BLACK: 860952+  | NAVY: 860951+ | RED: 860953+ | WHITE: 860970+

BLACK: 860909+ | NAVY: 860908+ | RED: 860910+ | WHITE: 860919+
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Blaze Tank Top
Comprised of a soft, lightweight knit, the Blaze tank top pulls through moisture keeping 
you cool and comfortable during the heat of match play.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabrics wick sweat away, helping you stay cool and comfortable.
•Strategically placed seams offer a flattering, stylish fit.

•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.
•Available with or without hook and loop (H&L) 
 front and rear bib attachments.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red and White.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pique.

Blaze Skirt 
Adding another design option to the Blaze range, this skirt features an elastic 
waistband which enhances the comfort and fit to suit all body types.

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabrics wick sweat away, helping you stay cool and comfortable.
•Elastic waistband for a comfortable, secure fit.
•Inner short in matching colour.
•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.
•Longer back length suit all body types.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy and Red

Composition:
100% Polyester Pique.

BLACK: 860878+ | NAVY: 860877+ | RED: 860879+ | WHITE: 860880+
H&L BLACK: 860882+ | NAVY: 860881+ | RED: 860883+ | WHITE: 860884+

BLACK: 860909+ | NAVY: 860908+ | RED: 860910+

Blaze Polo Top
Smart, clean and classic, the Helix Polo is perfect for both matches 
and training. Comprised of a soft, lightweight knit fabric, it draws 
away moisture to keep you cool and comfortable. 

Features:
•Moisture controlling fabrics wick sweat away, helping you stay cool and comfortable.

•Capped sleeves.
•Ring snap fastening.
•Rib Collar.
•Available with or without hook and loop (H&L) front and rear bib attachments.

Sizes: 
6 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Red and White.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pique.

BLACK: 860890+  | NAVY: 860889+ | RED: 860891+ | WHITE: 860892+

The Blaze Range is a smart, clean and classic clothing solution. Perfect for matches and training, it’s soft 
lightweight knit pulls moisture away from the body to keep you cool and comfortable. Stocked in a variety of 

colours, it is a clothing selection with flattering seams and a cut designed to suit any body shape. Available in a 
range of sizes with a selection of tops to match the skirt and skort.
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BLACK: 860331+ NAVY: 860332+ ROYAL: 860334+ SKY: 860333+

WHITE: 860340+AMBER: 860337+GREEN: 860336+PINK: 860338+RED: 860335+

PURPLE: 860339+

RED/NAVY:
860328+

AMBER/BLACK:
860330+

GREEN/BLACK:
860329+

SKY/NAVY:
860327+

Reversible Bibs
Features:
•Available as a set of seven.
•Made from a breathable fabric.
•Two colour options for easy organisation of teams.

Sizes: 
Small: 6 - 10, Medium: 10 - 14 and Large: 14 - 20.

Colours: 
Sky/Navy, Red/Navy, Green/Black and Amber/Black.

Bibs
Features:
•Available as a set of seven.
•Made from a breathable, high performance 
 eyelet Polyester.

Sizes: 
Small: 6 - 10, Medium: 10 - 14 
and Large: 14 - 20.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Royal, Sky, Purple, Red,
Pink, Green, Amber and White.

NAVY/WHITE:
86023805

NAVY/SKY:
86025005

SKY/WHITE:
86023805

PURPLE/WHITE:
86024205

WHITE/NAVY:
86024405

GREEN/WHITE:
86024005

GREEN/GOLD:
86024905

MAROON/WHITE:
86024805

RED/WHITE:
86023905

BLACK/WHITE:
86023705

BLACK/RED:
86024605

BLACK/PINK:
86024505

BLACK/GOLD:
86024705

Patch Bibs
Features:
•Bibs colour-match hook and loop items from Teamwear Range.
•Available as a set of fourteen.
•Colour-matched hook and loop. 

Sizes: 
Small: 6 - 10, Medium: 10 - 14 and Large: 14 - 20.

Colours: 
Black/White, Black/Yellow, Black/Pink, Black/Red, Navy/White, 
Navy/Sky, Sky/White, Purple/White, Red/White, Maroon/White, 
Green/White, Green/Yellow and White/Navy.

Bi
bs
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The super stylish, soft feel of Gilbert Vixen Range dazzles 
in both fashion and functionality. Sporty for the court 
and great as a lifestyle piece, it offers great versatility.
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Atomic Baselayer
Features:
•Ideal next-to-skin layer for cold weather activities. 
•A brushed inside offers thermal protection for winter use.
•Ergonomically designed side panels and sleeve allow   
 the garment to move with the body.
•Flat-locked seams.

Sizes:
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and White.

Composition:
86% Polyester, 14% Elastane

BLACK: 8150140+ | WHITE: 8150150+

Vixen Leggings
With sleek, zero distraction design, these leggings offer a snug, 
supportive fit. Maximising comfort and maneuverability,                   
they are great as a baselayer or stand-a-lone garment.

Features:
•Mesh panels at the back of the leg provide ventilation.
•Elasticated waist with drawcord.

•Full length leg.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Dark Navy.

Composition:
90% Polyester, 10% Elastane.

BLACK: 86882+ | DARK NAVY: 860992+

Vixen Leggings
Features:
•Stretch fabrics allow the garment to move with the body.
•Flat elastic waistband provides a comfortable fit.
•Small concealed back pocket.

Sizes:
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black/White, Black/Pink, Navy/White, Navy/Pink.

Composition:
54% Cotton, 43% Polyester, 3% Elastane.

BLACK/WHITE: 861001+ | BLACK/PINK: 861000+ 
NAVY/WHITE: 861003+ | NAVY/PINK: 861002+

BLACK: 860907+ | BLACK/RED: 860901+ | NAVY: 860902+

Features:
•Mesh paneled shoulders offer added ventilation.

•Scoop neck provides an unrestrictive fit.
•Sculpted silhouette and stretch fabrics.

•Capped sleeves.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black, Black/Red 
and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester with
97% Polyamide, 
3% Elastane mesh.

Vixen Top

BLACK: 860904+ | NAVY: 860905+

Vixen Shorts

Features:
•Shaped leg for ventilation.
•Flat elastic waistband allows for comfort.
•Deep pockets.
•Lightweight fabric.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester.

BLACK: 860896+ | NAVY: 860897+

BLACK: 860963+ | NAVY: 860964+

Vixen Jacket
 

Features:
•Water repellent fabric.
•Adjustable hem.
•Pack away, adjustable hood.
•Two zip close pockets.
•Ventilation zones to help air circulation.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pongee 
Ripstop with AC Coating.

Vixen Pants

Features:
•Stretch fabric allows the garment to move with the body.
•Flat elastic waistband allows for comfort.
•Small concealed back pocket.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
54% Cotton, 43% Polyester, 3% Elastane.
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BLACK: 860956+ | NAVY: 860955+

BLACK: 860960+ | NAVY: 860959+

Blaze Track Top
Features:

•Mesh ventilation allows air to flow close to the 
 skin and draw heat away from the body.
•Internal hem cordlock adjustor allows for 
 alterations to hem width to keep out draughts.
•Elasticated cuffs hold the garment in place.
•Reflective piping on back panels.
•Two zip close pockets.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester.

Blaze Bottoms
Features:
•Ventilation zones assist with tempurate regulation.
•Mesh ventilation allows air to flow close to the skin and 
 draw heat away from the body.
•Elasticated waist with drawcord.
•Zipped lower leg.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester.

Pro Bodywarmer
Features:
•Full front zip fastening.
•Two lined zip close pockets.
•Synthetic insulation traps warm air to provide warmth.
•Gathered elasticated hem.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Dark Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyamide outer with 
100% Polyester insulation.

Blitz Soft Shell Jacket Quest Micro Fleece
Features:

•Reversed centre front, zipped pockets.
•Adjustable cuffs and hem.
•Lasercut and welded pocket on the sleeve.
•Water repellant fabric.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder.

Sizes: 
11 - 12yrs and 6 - 20

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pongee bonded 
with TPU membrane and 
brushed fleece back.

BLACK: 814457+ | NAVY: 814458+

Features:
•High collar and long sleeves protect from the cold.
•Sport specific fabrics allow the garment to move.
•Stretch fleece construction provides 
 warmth without adding weight.
•Lasercut and welded pocket on
 the sleeve for small items.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
94% Polyester, 6% Elastane 
Smooth Face Fleece.

BLACK: 8144870+ | NAVY: 8144880+

BLACK: 815034+ | DARK NAVY: 815035+

Gilet
Features:
•Full front zip fastening.
•Two lined zip close pockets.
•Synthetic insulation traps warm air to provide warmth.
•Gathered elasticated hem.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyamide outer with 
100% Polyester insulation.

BLACK: 8602410+ | NAVY: 8602110+ 

814454+

814477+

Revolution Jacket
Features:
•Shower resistant shell.
•½ zip opening.
•Adjustable hem and cuffs.
•Pack away, adjustable hood.
•Two zip close pockets.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black only.

Composition:
100% Polyester.

Revolution Trouser
Features:
•Elasticated waist with drawcord.
•Knee high leg zips for ease of wear.
•Two hook and loo[ closure pockets.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black only.

Composition:
100% Polyester Taslan with Water Resistant PU Coating.
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Pro Polo
Features:
•Reversed centre front, zipped pockets.
•Adjustable cuffs and hem.
•Lasercut and welded pocket on the sleeve.
•Water repellant fabric.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder.

Sizes: 
11 - 12yrs and 6 - 20

Colours: 
Black only.

Composition:
100% Polyester.

B: 815049+ 

Vapour Polo
Features:
•Moisture controlling fabric allows air to flow close to the
 skin and draw heat away from the body.
•Shaped panels contour the body for great
 a fitting garment
•Collar offers UV protection.
•Three button placket.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
White only.

Composition:
100% Polyester Mini Birdeye.

814566+

BLACK: 814468+ | NAVY: 814469+

Leisure Shorts

Features:
•Lightweight stretch fabric to aid movement.
•Elasticated waist with drawcord.
•Two pockets
•Mesh inside leg for added ventilation.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
92% Polyester, 8% Elastane.

Tech Hoodie

BLACK: 860994+ | NAVY: 860995+

Vapour Sweat Pants
Features:
•Soft cotton-feel fabric for warmth.
•Tonal stripe detail with waist drawcord.
•Straight leg fit with elasticated waist for comfort.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
60% Cotton, 40% Polyester.

BLACK: 814564+ | NAVY: 814565+ 

Vapour Hoodie
Features:
•Soft cotton-feel fabric for warmth.
•Lined hood with twill tape drawcord.
•Casual fit with ribbed cuffs and hem.
•Pouch pocket with jersey lining.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black and Navy.

Composition:
60% Cotton, 40% Polyester
with 100% Cotton Jersey 
in the hood.

Features:
•Reversed centre front, zipped pockets.
•Adjustable cuffs and hem.
•Lasercut and welded pocket on the sleeve.
•Water repellant fabric.
•Pro performance air-loc bladder.

Sizes: 
11 - 12yrs and 6 - 20

Colours: 
Black and Dark Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester Pongee bonded 
with TPU membrane and 
brushed fleece back.

BLACK: 815044+ | DARK NAVY: 815045+

Synergie Trouser
Features:
•Long, leg length zip to hip for ease of wear.
•Cotton Jersey lining up to the knee for added comfort.
•Elasticated waist with drawcord.
•Two zip close pockets.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black, Navy and Dark Navy.

Composition:
100% Polyester Peach Microfibre with 
100% Cotton Jersey Lining up to the knee. 

BLACK: 814472+ | NAVY: 814473+ | DARK NAVY: 814505+

BLACK MARL: 860860+ | NAVY MARL: 860859+

Elite Warm Up Top
A versatile garment with contoured seams which form to 
the body’s natural lines, the Elite Warm Up Top is an 
ideal warm up or post-match top to keep you covered.

Features:
•Moisture control fabrics wick away sweat and help
 keep you dry and comfortable.
•Half zip neck with a chin guard to prevent chafing.
•Contoured flat seams for enhanced movement.
•Flat seam construction minimises chafing.

Sizes: 
6 - 18.

Colours: 
Black Marl 
and Navy Marl.

Composition:
90% Polymide, 
10% Elastane.
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Club Player Rucksack V3
Features:
•Ideal for junior and school players.
•End pocket for shoes and wet gear.
•Large main compartment.
•Side pocket for additional storage.
•1200 Ripstop and durable Polyester Twill construction.

Dimentions: 
H: 27cm x W: 57cm x L: 27cm.

   Club Player Holdall V2
Features:

•Ideal for junior and school players.
•End pocket for shoes and wet gear.
•Large main compartment.
•Side pocket for additional storage..
•1200 Ripstop and durable Polyester Twill construction .

Dimentions: 
H: 27cm x W: 57cm x L: 27cm.

860909+ | 860909+ | 860909+ | 860909+ | 860909+

Club Player Rucksack V2
Features:
•Ideal for junior and school players.
•End pocket for shoes and wet gear.
•Large main compartment.
•Side pocket for additional storage.
•1200 Ripstop and durable Polyester Twill construction.

Dimentions: 
H: 27cm x W: 57cm x L: 27cm.

BLACK/RED: 83024004 | NAVY/ROYAL: 83024002

Helix Rucksack
Features:
•A stylish ladies rucksack with padded laptop section.
•PU Poly Diamond Ripstop construction allows for a
 lightweight, water resistant bag.

Dimentions: 
H: 30cm x W: 17cm x L: 46cm.

Colours: 
Purple/White only.

86300900

Colours: 
Black/Red and Navy/Royal.

Colours: 
Black/Red and Navy/Royal.

Colours: 
Black/Red and Navy/Royal.

BLACK/RED: 83024204 | NAVY/ROYAL: 83024202

  Physio Bag
Features:
•All-in-one Physio bag for a first aid kit.
•Internal detachable, fully sealed inner.
•Wash-proof 600d Polyester.

Dimentions: 
H: 39cm x W: 22cm x L: 25cm.

Ball Tube
Features:
•Holds five balls.
•Shoulder strap and tie cord.
•Fine mesh and Polyester outer.

Dimentions: 
H: 30cm x W: 17cm x L: 46cm.

Colours: 
Black, Red and Royal.

Breathable Ball Bag
Features:
•Holds twelve balls.
•Shoulder strap and tie cord.
•Fine mesh and Polyester outer.

Dimentions: 
H: 30cm x W: 17cm x L: 46cm.

Colours: 
Black, Red and Royal.

Fine Mesh Ball Bag
Features:
•Holds ten balls.
•Fine mesh outer.

83022000

83025000

83010100

Colours: 
Black only.

  Water Bottle Bag
Features:

•Insulated waterproof cool bag.
•Individual bottle compartments.
•Wash-proof 600d Polyester.
•Holds 12 x 75ml bottles.
(BOTTLES NOT INCLUDED)

Dimentions: 
H: 40cm x W: 28cm x L: 28cm.

BLACK: 86880013 | RED: 86300402 | ROYAL: 86300401

BLACK: 83020801 | RED: 83020802 | ROYAL: 83010000

Colours: 
Black only.
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Netball Post
Suitable for various age groups to a maximum height of full regulation 3 meters.

Features:
•Meets netball height specifications
•Solid round netball post.
•Easily adjusted multi place upright post. 
•Wheels on the base allow for ease of manoeuring.
•Base can be filled with 28kgs of water or 40kgs of sand.

Post Protector
Features:
•INF standard post protector.
•Price dependent on colour and diameter.

Colours: 
Black, Navy, Royal, Sky, Purple, Red, Maroon, Brown, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Emerald Green and White.

Academy Wall Mounted Goal Ring
Features:

•Great quality outdoor netball ring and net set.
•Wall mounted hoop.

•Ideal training set for the garden.
•Replacement net available.

Colours: 
Pink only.

86880039

50mm: 28352s / 65mm: 28353s / 80mm 28354s

86880049 / NET: 86880043

Diameter: 
50mm, 65mm or 80mm.

Coaching Manual
Features:
•Twenty page notbook and pen.
•Dry erase pen with eraser.
•Includes sixteen magnets: eight blue and eight red.

Tactics Board
Features:
•A3+ sized dry wipe board.
•Includes dry-wipe pens, eraser and magnets.

86880050

86880030

89012300

Rubber Disc Pack
Features:
•Flat rubber discs for marking out of play areas.

•Pack of sixteen contains four of each colour.

Court Markers
Features:
•Durable, heavy duty, non-slip rubber markers.
•Ideal for indoor and outdoor drills.
 

G: 86880048 | R: 86880045 | W: 86880046 | Y: 86880047 

Stirrup Pump
Features:
•Ideal for club use.
•Substantial construction
•Allows for quick ball inflation.

Quicker Ball Pump
Features:

•Ideal for individual use.
•Great value.

Pressure Gauge
Features:

•Ideal for individual use.
•Great value.

89010500

89009200

89009100

Colours:
G: Green, R: Red, W: White and Y: Yellow.

Colours:
Pink, White, Yellow and Orange.

Speed Ladder
Features:

•Used to develop fast footwork.
•Fabric covered metal rods.
•Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

•Includes a branded storage bag.

Sizes:
4m or 8m

CONES: 890103+ | CARRIER: 89010200 | CONES & CARRIER 89010305

Step Training Hurdles
                      Features:

•Used to develop agility 
and polymetric jumps.
•Develops strong knee lifts.

Sizes:
   6 inch, 9 inch or 12 inch.

6in: 89969602 / 9in: 89969604 / 12in: 89969605

Marking Cones 
Features:
•Combined pack includies carrier and fifty non-shatter EVA safety cones.
•Metal carrier available seperately.

•Cones available seperately. 
•Each colour sold seperately.

Colours: 
Red, Green, Yellow and White. 

4M: 89969601 | 8M: 89969606

Atomic Gloves
Features:
•Full length thermal gloves.
•Silicon pattern palms to enhance grip.
•Polyester palm with Lycra top. 
•Suitable for training only.

865001+
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Water Bottle Carrier
Features:
•Fold away design.
•Traditional style carrier.
•Holds six bottles. 
(BOTTLES NOT INCLUDED)

8911800

89009300

Stirrup Pump Adaptor and Blister Pack
Features:
•Adaptors to fit the Stirrup pump.

Adaptors
Features:
•Pack of two adaptors

Water Bottle
Features:
•75cl bottle with sports cap.

89009000 89011500

89011900

 Whistle with Lanyard

86880044

Squeezy Whistle

86880031

Hand Held Whistle
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It’s great to be partnering with Gilbert, they are an excellent netball brand and it’s exciting to be able to work with them on 
new ideas and ranges both on and off court. Kit it really important to both the players and the fans, this relationship 

with Gilbert will give us an opportunity to really push the Wasps brand and highlight our fantastic team.

Tasmin Greenway – Gilbert Netball Ambassador and Director of Netball at Wasps



Gilbert Netball are proud to be the official
 exclusive clothing supplier and manufacturer 

to the International Netball Federation’s 
Umpires and Officials. Our specially designed 

and developed ranges are not only suitable for players 
of all levels, but Officials and Support Staff too.
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The fit of your clothes depends on many things, including the cut, fabric, 
styling and even the undergarments you are wearing. By following our 
body guide and how to measure guide, we hope to find you the best 
possible fit. It is always suggested that you measure more than once 
as your posture changes when you move and sometimes effects the 
measurement you take.
The fit of your clothes depends on many things, including the cut, fabric, 
styling and even the undergarments you are wearing. By following our 
body guide and how to measure guide, we hope to find you the best 
possible fit. It is always suggested that you measure more than once 
as your posture changes when you move and sometimes effects the 
measurement you take.

Measuring Guidelines
     
Chest Circumference    
Measure all the way around- taking the tape approximately 2.5cm from 
pit of arm, around the fullest part of the chest. Try to keep the tape level.

Waist Circumference     
Measure all the way around- taking the tape around the natural waist 
(this is the narrowest part of your waist). Try to keep your tape measure 
level. Our trousers and shorts are elasticated so there is always plenty 

of room for movement here - if you are confused use the hip 
measurement.
 
Lower Hip Circumference
Measure all the way around taking the tape around the fullest part of the 
bottom. Try to keep the tape level.

Inside Leg
Measure from the top of the inside leg to bottom of the heel. Please 
remember you can always take a trouser up if they are a little long, try 
turning the waistband or sewing the hem.
 
General Tips
1. Measure yourself wearing underwear - do not measure over clothing.
2. Stand straight and keep both feet on the floor.
3. Make sure the tape measure is kept level.
4. Ask a friend to help take your measurements -(it’s sometimes easier to 
have help).

Our ranges are designed with layering in mind. If you buy a jacket for 
your body size, you can be sure you will be able to fit a top and a light 
sweater underneath. 

All measurements are an approximate guide.

Shoe Size Chart

Ladies Sizes (cm) 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
CHEST cm 74 - 78 78 - 82 82 - 86 86 - 90 90 - 94 94 - 98 98 - 102 102 -106
WAIST cm 55 - 60 60 - 64 64 - 68 68 - 72 72 - 76 76 - 80 80 - 84 84 - 88
LOW HIP cm 82 - 86 86 - 90 90 - 94 94 - 98 98 - 102 102 - 106 106 - 110 110 - 114
INSIDE LEG (Standard) cm 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82
INSIDE LEG (Tall) cm 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

Junior Sizes (cm)  5 - 6 7 - 8 9 - 10 11 - 12
CHEST cm 58 - 62 62 - 66 66 - 70 70 - 74
WAIST cm 51.5 - 55.5 55.5 - 59.5 59.5 - 63.5 63.5 - 67.5 
LOW HIP cm 62 - 66 66 - 70 70 - 74 74 - 78
INSIDE LEG (Standard) cm 55 60 65 70

UK 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11
USA 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5
EUR 35 35 36 37 38 38 39 39 40 40 41 42 42 43 43 44 45 45.5 46

For sizing range of each item, please refer to individual item description.



Station Road, Robertsbridge, East Sussex, TN32 5DH, England.
Tel: +44 (0)1580 880357
Fax: +44 (0)1580 881156
E-mail: sales@gibert-netball.co.uk
Website: www.gilbert-netball.co.uk 

For Republic of Ireland enquiries please contact Gary O’Reilly
on +353 872 955 302 or garyorielly@gilbertrugby.com

We reserve the right to change or delete products without prior notice.

Please note: 
The colours of products in this catalogue have been reresented as accurately 
as possible, but are subject to the limitations of the four colour printing process.

List of Gilbert Netball ambassadors, endorees and licences correct at time of going to press.

For further information please contact your sales representitive or call

0845 066 1823
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